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4 tips on 
how to hit your acquisition & retention goals 

through cutting-edge CX 



● Fully integrated with Shopify, BigCommerce and 

Magento to track, edit orders, refund etc.)

● Integrations with the likes of Klaviyo, LoyaltyLion, 

Yotpo, ReCharge, reviews platforms - you name it 

● Automated responses to reduce response time 

and increase efficiency 

● Working with 10,000+ D2C brands

● Free Gorgias until the end of the year

The #1 helpdesk for 
ecommerce





Hands up if 
customer support is the #1 priority

for your business?



What do you think is the biggest contributor to growth for 
D2C brands at the moment?





4 TIPS
on how to make 

exceptional customer experience
the new normal and hit your goals



So, what does
exceptional CX look 
like?



Only 3% of teams are providing exceptional support today…
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of consumers would take their business to a competitor 

within a week for experiencing poor CX

79%



Tip 1. 

Speed = CX = CVR = Revenue



*Ecommerce Benchmarks for 2021 [Original Research].

Lack of personalization.
“I feel like just another ticket 

number.”

Nobody is listening.
“I had to repeat myself 3 times”. 

12+ Hr / 17+ Hr 
First Contact Time  /   Resolution Time

Customer service still sucks

Your mission:  Deliver exceptional customer experiences that makes you stand out



Merchants
are paying the price.

Lack of personalization =
lost sales opportunities.

Slow response time =
high service cost.

Siloed data = 
lost efficiency and lower CSAT.

!

!

!

And legacy help desk providers aren’t helping. !



First response time
&

Resolution time

What’s one thing brands 
can control more easily?



Conversion rate for pre-sale chats or SMS replied in 
less than 10 minutes

28%



Liquid Presentation

Difficulty managing multi channel support 

Manual workflows leading to long handling time↑75%
SALES FROM GORGIAS CHAT

↑166%
TOTAL SALES FROM OVERALL SUPPORT

↓24 hours
RESOLUTION TIME

Respond to customers on their preferred channel 
in real time

Answer pre-purchase questions without the 
customer leaving the site

CHALLENGES

SOLUTIONS
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Tip 1. 

Speed = CX = CVR = Revenue



Tip 2. 

Treat social media as a support channel



Intents Breakdown
Based on first message intent

How Consumers Interact 
with Brands

Average ticket data over 12-weeks



What is the key to providing a successful 
customer experience on social media?



POST PURCHASEPRE PURCHASE

- “I love this brand! When is your 
next sale?

- “@NeilForrest we have to buy 
some!”

- “I’m not sure about the yellow. 
Do you have it in red?”

- “I bought it and it’s amazing”

- “thanks for the handwritten 
note, my partner loved it”

- “It’s impossible to contact your 
support”

RETENTIONACQUISITION

Post / Pre purchase segmentation



Liquid Presentation

Turn social browsers 
into buyers with  
sentiment detection
and automation 

💸 Social Lead

😡 Negative Comments

🤔 Social Questions

📈 Higher ROAS



Tip 2. 

Treat social media as a support channel



Tip 3. 

Engage pre-sale with proactive chat 
campaigns to boost conversions



Average ticket data created last 12-weeks

Pre-sales

Shipping Status

No Reply

Issues

Refunds

Returns

Cancellations

Subscription

Exchanges

Changes

33%

17.5%

12.1%

10.3%

8.2%

5.4%

4.6%

3.6%

3.4%

1.8%

Based on first message intent

Intents Breakdown

⅓
pre-sales



Proactive chat campaigns will boost CVR



Proactive chat campaigns will boost CVR

3 minutes later



Tip 3.

Engage pre-sale with proactive chat 
campaigns to boost conversions



Tip 4. 

Empower customers 
to get their own answers



Average ticket data created last 12-weeks

How Consumers 
Interact with Brands

Pre-sales

Shipping Status

No Reply

Issues

Refunds

Returns

Cancellations

Subscription

Exchanges

Changes

33%

17.5%

12.1%

10.3%

8.2%

5.4%

4.6%

3.6%

3.4%

1.8%

Based on first message intent

Intents Breakdown

81.7%
Email

10%
Chat

8.3%
Other
(SMS, 
social)



Remove friction by empowering self-serve



Liquid Presentation

Response and resolution times were skyrocketing 
due to rapid growth

Manual workflows and lack of automation lead to 
long handling time↑43%

REVENUE FROM CUSTOMER SUPPORT

↓17% TO 5%
WISMO TICKETS Empower customer to self-serve pre-purchase and 

post-purchase

Achieving customer expectations while eliminating 
repetitive inquiries using delivery timeline tracking

CHALLENGES

SOLUTIONS



Liquid Presentation

↑43%
REVENUE FROM CUSTOMER SUPPORT

↓17% TO 5%
WISMO TICKETS



Add a QR code in product 
packaging to invite  

customers to your Help 
Center! (Tip 5?)



Tip 1
BE FAST

Tip 2
Treat social media as a 

support channel

Tip 3
Engage with customers 

pre-sales

Tip 4
Empower customers to 

self-serve

Your mission for Q4:  
leverage the best tech to deliver exceptional customer experiences that makes you stand out



neil.forrest@gorgias.com

Thanks!

mailto:neil.forrest@gorgias.com

